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Resonance 
 
Beloved, rise like a star in the firmament! 
 
I am looking for glass pieces that blink their messages at passersby’s feet, wea- 
ring preemptive glasses to black out shine 
 
rhythms of sonic like flatterer, like dream.  
 
They have gathered here on this edge, this liminal lip of forest & skin, a tribe of snakes, their 
underbelly sending & recei- 
 
ving, faint buzzing, feast of hope  
 
into all moments lined before us, here in this present. Letting bark unsheathe mem- 
ory of a present far, under skin of earth, 
 
sidewind. Tie my right hand to a post, beloved! & you’ll see a vein gleaming— 
gold, exposed to the sun. 
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our faces collective as rage,  
snake 

 
words in face of water 
teem/breach 
 
black & white 
she stands out in swim 
 
or is it her twin or mirror 
 
we live where wraiths occur to us as ten- 
dril 
 
movement  

making unmaking 
 
sliding into a deep where well is welling 
 
fern, overgrown orange embryo 
speaks to your finger 
 
lachrymose 
 
language, disposable 
language drops like 
 unfamiliar on your finger 
 
& when you look up, her heart has doubled 
 
we think language anticipates, in not foreclosing 
 
like grain falling from sky 
like rain col- 

lecting on faces 
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Shadown 
 
welded  
in the seeing 
 
shackled 
 
cut through heart 
while blood 
 
trickles out of my wound 
into your open chest 
 
     ς 
 
foresting 
 
succor for false bones 
succor washes over my  
 
face like tears of rat 
 
i blink until we must run   
away from each other 
 
(& where torn 
bind both of us) 
 
& when I let myself peer  
in, shadown 
 
you always  
                   rise 
to meet me 
 
     ς 
 
but lately  
we've suffered, sugar 
       from a lack of connection   
 
& lately  
you trick cornea 
into seeing  
only falsehoods 
 
& in that tear of my heart 
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mermail tail dips 
 
eagle, wings clipped 
 
all clippings scatter on earth 
& rain  
 
on faces of expectant mothers 
 
& my wail opens its mouth  
 
swallows you 
swallows you 
 
not even a fin shows 
 
we're lonelier than mushrooms growing on hillsides 
& it is not our fault 
 
we want  
to find each other 
 
but a wail opens its mouth & swallows us whole 
 
& were we ever alive 
was our yearning ever alive? 
 
i want this house of cards to be  
shelter 
 
affordances shrug their shoulders  
 
     ς 
 
bird sings on my shoulder 
sings like her mother 
sings like her mouth  
                            hung  
slightly open 
 
mouth opened by god 
forced open by god 
 
sings 
pace of comfort like wings clipped 
 
like clip of wings  
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slapping  
against a forehead of storm 
 
& how we must style our way 
to what we know to be truth 
 
this pain of scream  
this scream like a kite that refuses to land 
 
dislocated kite 
 
 
 
 


